about what goes on in the process, we think about how you perform your daily, weekly and monthly tasks, keeping that process or processes ticking over. In doing so we have developed a range of color coded accessories that are design with you specifically in mind, designed to make your those tasks easier! Aquasyn's range of color coded handles and diaphrams can be used in numerous ways, some of which are:
• Easily identify specific processes by predetermined color designation.
• Differentiate process lines from clean utilities, steam service, and waste lines by color coding.
• Build SOP's around colors and you'll know if every diaphragm in the line has been changed out.
• Control contamination of batches -ability to identify process lines or skids in facilities that run separate products.
Every color from the Pantone range is available.
Contact your Aquasyn representative to discuss your specific requirements.
Aquasyn's color coded range have been designed and manufactured to the highest standards. All of our color coded products are manufactured from exact same materials as our standard product range and using FDA compliant colorants.
None of the colour products are achieved using any coating processes, all results are achieved and retained within the molding process, with all components tested for extractable's, leaching and mechanical integrity insuring long and consistent service performance.
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